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Introduction

As management shifts its priorities and strategies, the credit risk strategy will 

have to change. An aggressive credit strategy typically employs lower debt 

service requirements, higher LTV ratios, more limited guarantees, longer 

terms, slower amortization, lower pricing, and high concentrations. In contrast, 

a more conservative credit strategy calls for higher debt service requirements, 

lower LTV ratios, full guarantees, shorter terms, faster amortization, higher 

pricing, and low concentrations. Whether the bank chooses an aggressive or 

a conservative strategy, it relies on the elements of credit discipline to execute

the strategy quickly, accurately, and consistently. 

Credit Discipline

 Credit analysis adequate for the estimated risk 

 Uniform credit presentation package 

 Frank and candid loan discussion 

 Informed credit decisions 

 Experienced underwriting 

 Justifiable policy exceptions 

 Proper loan approval 

 Valid, granular credit risk grading 

 Sound and consistent loan documentation, closing, and booking 

 Independent review and audit 

 Adequate loan loss reserve 

 Competent problem asset management 

 Ongoing monitoring of loan performance 
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Credit Analysis 

The scope and depth of the credit analysis must be adequate to evaluate the risk of default and the 

probability of loss. Determining the ability to repay from cash flow, collateral and guarantees ought to be 

easier for a $150,000 90-day note than for a $150,000,000 5-year revolving credit facility. 

Credit Package 

So long as credit requests have to be documented, they should be rendered to the decision-makers 

consistently and uniformly. Standardized packaging of credit requests makes the decision process faster 

and more accurate. Follow the bank’s format for term sheets, but add on to the request the relationship’s 

total borrower exposure, deposits, other bank services, and profitability. Disclose policy exceptions and 

explain how this request mitigates them. 

Civil Discussion 

Civility in exchanging views is one way of testing the discipline of a culture, especially when the civility 

carries the additional burden of honest exchanges between the parties. Consider an appeal process, but 

keep it simple and short. For example, if the chief credit officer and the senior lender cannot concur, then 

the bank president must decide. Remember, too many overrides undercut the authorities of those 

overridden, and besides lowering morale, their frequency confirms that the bank’s culture has not matured. 

Information 

Good decisions rely on good information, so the protagonists of a credit request are expected to gather as 

much internal and external credit information as possible. The bank with a reliable customer information 

system on its existing customers and the ability to access personal and business credit reports is going to 

make a more informed decision than its counterpart that does no internal or external checking. Excellent 

indicators of internal information reliability are the accuracy of its total borrower exposure calculation and the 

account profitability measure. 

Underwriting 

Experienced underwriters translate policies into actions; they apply the bank’s risk guidelines to individual 

deals that will yield the estimate of loss the organization expects for the degree of risk the request is judged 

to entail. Too many overrides suggest their underwriting guidelines are out of sync with bank priorities or the 

bank is no longer is sync with its own asset quality goals. 

Policy Exceptions 

Any action at variance with a policy is a potential policy exception, but some policy exceptions stand out 

over time as correlating highly with loss. These are the policy exceptions worth tracking, and it is implicit in 

the “exception” that some tolerance for them exists, typically 10% to 20% of transactions. It may be worth 

the risk to accept a LTV exception for some mitigating reason, for example, above-average cash flow or 

additional guarantor strength. Some banks control policy exceptions by requiring one-up approval, i.e., the 

loan with a policy exception must go to the next higher level of approval. 
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Loan Approval 

Most approval processes permit the approvers more authority the safer the credit and the more experienced 

the approver. On the other hand, substantial amounts of new credit to an existing customer or a request for 

credit to a new borrower often require additional signatures. Likewise, as a credit deteriorates, the approval 

process usually requires additional signers. Effective loan approval systems are based on total borrower 

exposure, not on individual transactions. Violation of loan approval is treated as a serious infraction, and the 

first-time punishment is typically suspension of lending authority. A second violation is often grounds for 

termination. 

Risk Grading 

More granular risk ratings are necessary to fine-tune the risk-reward formula, and two-dimensional grades 

are rapidly supplanting the older single-dimension grades. Rating both the obligor and the transaction 

sounds easy and makes good common sense. A two-dimensional rating of 10 obligor risk grades to 

measure default risk and three transaction grades to estimate the probability of default creates a potential 

grid of 30 risk ratings compared to the 6 to 10 grades still commonly used. The three transaction grades 

may be as simple as: well secured, partially secured, and unsecured. Implicit in the 30-grade grid is an 

infrastructure to monitor and validate the default risk and estimate of loss. However the definitions for a risk-

rating system are defined, their clarity can be tested by asking these questions: 

 Are the definitions specific in identifying the risk factors to be used? 

 Are the criteria for each risk factor simple and unambiguous? 

 Do lenders, credit administrators, and loan reviewers generally agree on risk ratings? 

Loan Documentation 

To insure that what is approved is in fact what gets booked requires accurate loan documentation. As loan 

documentation becomes more sophisticated, banks are relying more heavily on loan documentation 

software to minimize the variances in documentation that occur from the use of different law firms and 

attorneys. The objective is prompt delivery of legally valid documents, a neutral closing without additional 

negotiations, and quick booking and funding of the credit facility. Expedient steps here include citing loans 

for critical documentation exceptions, implementing a list of approved attorneys, and putting loan closings 

under control of a loan closing manager who has the authority to hold funding until all critical documents 

have been delivered to the bank. A critical document is one necessary to ensure that the bank has a legally 

enforceable claim for repayment from the borrower, including if necessary, collateral liquidation or the right 

to demand repayment from the guarantor. 

Review and Audit 

Fundamental to the credit process is independent review and audit of the process, its decisions, and its 

activities. Loan review and the internal audit functions are usually kept independent of the line and the credit 

function by having them report to the president or the board of directors. The review and audit process: 
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 Reinforces the accuracy and the timeliness of risk ratings, 

 Highlights the recognition of policy exceptions and appropriate approval, 

 Facilitates the completeness and orderliness of credit file information, 

 Demonstrates the adequacy of repayment analysis and underwriting, 

 Facilitates the prompt resolution of covenant defaults, and 

 Ensures the timely recognition of and transfer of problem loans to special assets units. 

Loan Loss Reserve 

Maintaining adequate loan loss reserves while maximizing the return on capital has become more 

challenging as banks have been criticized by stock market regulators of managing earnings; by investors of 

being mediocre performers; and by bank regulators of hyping profits with reserves needed to cover potential 

losses. Indeed, one of the reasons for more granular risk ratings is to allocate reserves more accurately. 

Problem Assets 

No matter how well planned, a few loans will become problem assets. The traditional view of letting a lender 

work out his/her own problems was largely discredited in the flood of bad loans that inundated the banking 

industry during the recession of the early 1990’s. More complex bankruptcy laws, the sheer number of 

problem loans, and the need for prompt action forced most banks to professionalize this process. As loans 

deteriorate, most banks transfer them to these units for collection, remediation, foreclosure, charge-off, or 

recovery. 

Monitoring 

Once a loan is booked, a bank determines how often to monitor its performance, depending on its relative 

risk to the bank. Larger loans may require quarterly compliance checks, the receipt of monthly financial 

statements, and the evaluation of borrowing base certificates. Others may be handled on an exception basis 

only, requiring action only when negative or adverse information is received, such as notification of a 

judgment, lien, or a low credit agency score. As this information is aggregated, portfolio reporting emerges 

to measure return on capital, asset uality trends, concentrations, and other related issues. 

Credit Training 

Discipline requires constant training, and credit risk management is no exception. From basic training in 

credit analysis and loan structuring to portfolio risk hedging and derivative options, credit topics must have 

the attention of both the lending and credit people. 
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Closing and Summary of the Credit Culture Series 

This credit culture series began with a definition of culture and the importance of communicating its 

principles and values. What gets communicated depends on the credit culture, and the best culture is the 

values driven model because it optimizes the integration of asset quality and long-term profitability into a 

strategy that produces stable earnings to maximize shareholder value. To get there, the bank has to 

balance its asset quality and profitability goals by rewarding its lenders and credit approvers for pursuing 

prudent earnings and keeping them on track with strong credit discipline. As Mark Twain observed, “it’s 

easier to stay out than get out.” A bank with a strong credit culture stays out of trouble because it doesn’t get 

into trouble. So how do we get out of an old problem culture into a less troublesome culture? 
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